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DISCLAIMER!!!

This presentation was meant as a tutorial for internal 
consumption of the DEDALE collaboration. As such, 
it freely borrowed from several sources, all of them 
publicly available. If you’d like to use any of this in a 

different context, please go back to the original 
sources and cite them appropriately.



Outline

✓ Cosmological probes 

✓ Distances and redshifts 

✓ Galaxy spectra 

✓ Spectroscopic redshifts 

✓ Photometric redshifts



Large-scale structure



Large-scale structure

Credit: http://blog.sdss.org/

Cosmological constraints (Alam+2016)

BAO scaleSDSS-III/BOSS footprint



Weak lensing

Distortion of 
background images 
by foreground matter

Unlensed    Lensed



Weak lensing

Cosmological constraints (Heymans+2013)

2D mass maps (Van Waerbeke+2013)



How do we measure 
radial distances?



Credit: Abdalla, Cosmology course UCL



Credit: Abdalla, Cosmology course UCL



Explaining galaxy spectral 
energy distributions



Examples of galaxy spectra

Red Galaxies Blue Spiral Galaxies

Credit: SDSS Collaboration
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A concrete example

Credit: M Tanaka, “Photometric Redshifts” talk at Kavli IPMU event Sep/2015 
http://indico.ipmu.jp/indico/event/75/material/slides/0?contribId=6

http://indico.ipmu.jp/indico/event/75/material/slides/0?contribId=6


Spectroscopic redshifts



Measuring spectra

VIPERS spectrum from http://g-vo.org/cosadie-dcforum/slides/LuigiPaioro_Vipers.pdf

http://g-vo.org/cosadie-dcforum/slides/LuigiPaioro_Vipers.pdf


Measuring spectra

Nord et al. 2016



Measuring spectra

Slide from Cimatti, “Observing the Dark Universe with EUCLID”



Measuring spectra

✓ Include fully-realistic Euclid noise in simulations.

✓ Add zodiacal light spectra.

✓ Integrate with SGS, OU-SPE in particular.

Zodiacal light spectrum example

HST-ETC
Laureijs+2011

Example Euclid-like spectra



Credit: M Tanaka, “Photometric Redshifts” talk at Kavli IPMU event Sep/2015 
http://indico.ipmu.jp/indico/event/75/material/slides/0?contribId=6

http://indico.ipmu.jp/indico/event/75/material/slides/0?contribId=6


Photometric redshifts



The idea behind photometric redshifts

Integrated flux through filter:

AB magnitude definition:



From images to redshifts

Credit: M Tanaka, “Photometric Redshifts” talk at Kavli IPMU event Sep/2015 
http://indico.ipmu.jp/indico/event/75/material/slides/0?contribId=6

http://indico.ipmu.jp/indico/event/75/material/slides/0?contribId=6
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Metrics 1:1σ scatter around photo-z

σ z = zspec − zphot( )2
1
2

Abdalla+2009

• Code + Library 
comparison

• Luminous Red Galaxies so 
good photo-z

• Training set method 
performs best at 
intermediate z - lots of 
galaxies

• Template methods that 
don’t use CWW perform 
best at low and high-z

Data Methods Results Lessons 

Credit: M Banerji, Photo-z testing workshop, JPL Dec/2008 
http://www.astro.caltech.edu/twiki_phat/pub/Main/PHATMeetingJPL/Banerji.ppt

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/twiki_phat/pub/Main/PHATMeetingJPL/Banerji.ppt


Metrics 1I: Bias vs spec-z

Bias typically large at low 
and high spec-z for all 
codes

bz = zspec − zphot

Data Methods Results Lessons 

Abdalla+2009

Credit: M Banerji, Photo-z testing workshop, JPL Dec/2008 
http://www.astro.caltech.edu/twiki_phat/pub/Main/PHATMeetingJPL/Banerji.ppt

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/twiki_phat/pub/Main/PHATMeetingJPL/Banerji.ppt


Metrics 3: σ68 vs spec-z

Interval in which 68% 
of galaxies have the 
smallest difference 
between their 
spectroscopic and 
photometric 
redshifts

Data Methods Results Lessons 

Abdalla+2009

Credit: M Banerji, Photo-z testing workshop, JPL Dec/2008 
http://www.astro.caltech.edu/twiki_phat/pub/Main/PHATMeetingJPL/Banerji.ppt

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/twiki_phat/pub/Main/PHATMeetingJPL/Banerji.ppt


Summary

✓ Accurate redshifts are a fundamental part of key cosmological 
observations. Without them, nothing works. Already one of the major 
sources of systematic errors in WL observations. 

✓ Basic principles from galaxy physical properties are well-understood. 
It is essentially a technical/astrophysical problem, not a cosmological 
one. 

✓ Spectroscopy: very precise, but very expensive. Good for LSS 
measurements. 

✓ Main current challenge: mot mainstream methods are quite artesanal, 
lots of human intervention. 

✓ Photometry: loads of galaxies, low precision, needs spectra to 
calibrate. But WL needs those galaxies, so that’s the way to go.  

✓ Not accurate enough yet. Also, huge problem with representative 
training sets for machine learning methods!


